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Abstract

E-hypernudear productions by in-flight (K~,7i~), (/<"~,T°) and (A"~,tr+)

reactions on the 4He target at PA-:S400-8Q0 MeV/c are investigated theoreti-

cally in the DWIA framework by Green's {unction treatment with a complex

nudeus-S potential derived from two-body EJV interaction. The pion spec-

tra are demonstrated systematically in order to clarify the structure of A=4

E-hypernuclei; i.e., jHe (7"=0+ , T~^), which is predicted theoretically as a

nudeus-S bound state. The results show that the ''Hefin-ilight K~,ir~) re-

action provides definitive information on the width and the structure of vHe.

For a BNL-AGS proposal, the spectral shape at ^-=586 MeV/c (4°) is also

discussed.

"E-mail address: harada@rarf.riken.go.jp

'E-mail address: akaishi@ins.u-tokyo.ac.jp

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of hypernuclei gives us knowledge of flavor 51/(3) baryon dynamics beyond

nudeon one [1,2]. In particular, it is interesting to elucidate the existence of E-hypcrnuclei

from the viewpoint of 5(7(3) analog states [3]: A S-hyperon is expected to behave in a

nucleus differently from a A-hyperon because E/V interaction has the strong isospin-spin

dependence and the strong EiV—>A/V conversion decay [4]. The present authors and their

collaborators [5] predicted theoretically the possible existence of an unstable bound state,

sHe(O+), with isospin T~5(99%) by four-body calculations on the basis of two-body AW

and SAT interactions. Hayano et al. [6] reported the observation of the j;He bound state by

using 4He(stopped K~,r~) reaction at KEK. There appears a bump in the 2-bound region,

in the ir~ spectrum with better statistics and with better momentum resolution than older

experiments. This reaction, however, involves background ir~ spectra produced from other

processes [7]. In the theoretical analysis of 4He(stopped K~, IT?) reaction, we need A'~

absorption rates from various atomic orbits of the K~-4tie system. Unfortunately, there

remain ambiguities in the absorption rates [8,9]: Is the kaon absorbed from s- or p-orbit ?

Due to the background and the ambiguities, it is difficult to determine the width of the £He

state in our analysis [10]. This situation requires us to get more definitive information from

any other reaction.

In early 1970s there exist data of exclusive ir~ spectra from K~ reactions obtained by

helium bubble chambers (HeBC) at ZGS. They are free from the background but poor

both in statistics and in momentum resolution [11]. A peak is found just below the S+-3H

threshold in A'~4He—iir'hpd events as discussed by Roosen et al. [14] and Comber [11]. The

shape of this distribution is reminiscent of that reported by Tan "2] for K~d—nr~t\p at rest

which is established to be a cusp at the £+n threshold [13]. Only from the present data we

can not decide whether ^He lies in a cusp or a bound state. It is of great importance to

confirm the existence of the j;He bound state, which might be interpreted as a strangeness

partner of the a-particle [15].



Recently, clearing up the long-standing problem of narrow S states [16], S-hypernuclear

spectra for 9Be(in-flight K~,ir*) reactions were measured at BNL-AGS [17,18]. The data

have excluded the existence of the narrow B peaks reported at CERN [19]. One of the present

authors (T.H.) has suggested that there exists a molecular structure of a+|;He(j;H)+n(p)

in |Be [20]. Also in order to confirm the explanation of the 9Be(in-flight A'~,7r~) spec-

trum, we should investigate quantitatively spectral responses on the 4He target from both

experimental and theoretical sides.

In this paper, we investigate theoretically S-hypemuclear productions by in-flight

(A'~,r"), (K~,ir°) and (A'~,x+) reactions on the 4He target. Our purpose is to demon-

strate the systematic behavior of their spectra at j?h-=400-800 MeV/c, and to discuss their

production mechanism. We calculate the spectra in the distorted-wave impulse approxima-

tion (DWIA) framework [21], taking into account the channel-coupling (CC) of the nucleus-S

systems [22].

The in-flight K~ beam provides us with selecting the experimental condition [1]. A

substitutional recomess reaction is a suitable one to populate a bound state. By choosing

the incident momentum of K~, we can vary yields of the S+ , S" and E~ because of the

strong energy dependence of the A'~./V—urS elementary amplitudes. The use of the ""He

target enables us to observe the simplest S-hypernuclear system, which makes it possible to

investigate the nucleus-S dynamics on the basis of two-body UN interaction. We employ

the nucleus-S potential derived from the sigma-nucleon absorptive potential (SAP) [15,22]

which simulates the Nijmegen OBE model potential [23] at low energies.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect.II, we give the formulation of S-hypernuclear

production reaction with Green's function technique [24] in the framework of CC+DWIA.

In Sect.III, we calculate Fermi-averaged amplitudes of the K~N—trrE elementary reactions

with binding effects which play important roles in DWIA calculations. The nuclear and hy-

pernucle&r states are obtained in Sect.IV, and meson distorted-waves for kaon and pion are

discussed in Sect.V. In Sect.VI, we give the calculated spectra for 4He(A'~,ir~), AHe(K~,x°)

and <lHe(A'~,a-+) reactions, together with discussions about the production mechanism. Es-
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pecially, we show the production cross section of the ^He bound state obtained by considering

the A-conversion and meson-distortion effects. The shape behavior is demonstrated in order

to be compared with the shape of a threshold cusp. Summary and conclusions are given in

Sect.VII.

II. FRAMEWORK

The -1He(in-flight K~,n) spectra provide information about structures of S-hypernuclear

A=4 systems, through the analysis of multi-channel final states: After the incoming kaon

being absorbed by a proton or neutron in the 4He target, the S-hyperon if produced with

the pion emitted. Figure 1 shows energies for baryonic thresholds in the final states.

• FIG. 1

Our calculation assumes that the 3N core-nucleus is rigid in the E-region, where 37V

denotes (3He, 3H). For the calculation of the x" spectra, therefore, we have three groups of

S-hypernuclear channels to be considered as

/r+"He-»(a) 7r

(1)

(c) ir'+X + A,

where X=3He, d+p or p+p+n. The (a) and (6) processes denote the direct or charge ex-

change (3H+S+5=i3He+S0) reaction with final state interaction. Due to the strong coupling

in the nucleus-S system, as pointed out in Ref. [22], we must treat S-hypernuclear final

states in the CC framework. The process (c) appears in the SAr-»AW conversion decay.

Since S staying inside the nucleus must convert into A, the process (c) is enhanced via

bound and resonance states in the nucleus-S systems. Note that such a process induces s.

breakup of the core-nucleus because a converted A/V-pair gets large energy of ~70MeV due

to the mass difference between S and A [25]. Therefore, we regard the conversion decay in



light nuclear medium as that in free space, and construct a complex potential by folding the

imaginary part of SiV interaction with the core-nucleus density [22].

A. Distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA)

In this subsection, we formulate S-hypernuclear production cross section at p/f=400-800

MeV/c in the DWIA framework, where the reaction diagrams for the 4Re(K~,x~) reaction

are illustrated in Fig. 2. The inclusive ir~"r~J double-differential cross section [21] with

zero-range interaction for K~+N—nr~r~i-f Y elementary reactions, is given generally by

' Mi 1

with

dT(ft.) = / rfr xL;"(r)x&?(r) £ f(yr) 0. (j)5(r - p,-),

(2)

(3)

where Er, Ex, Ej and E; are energies of the outgoing pion, the incoming kaon, the hyper-

nuclear final states and the target nucleus, respectively, and [Ji]=2J; + 1; k* and k# are

momenta of the pion and of the kaon, respectively. A factor a is for the kinematical trans-

lation from K~-N to K~-4Ue systems, as given in Appendix A. The {/-spin operator U-(j)

changes a nucleon into a S-hyperon in the nucleus. The amplitude f{yT) is for elementary

processes of K~+N—nr~T~?+Y in nuclear medium, which is different from the amplitude

of /(vT) in free space. The bar symbol describes the binding effect and the Fermi-averaging

of the struck nucleon motion in the nucleus, as mentioned in Sect.III. To expand the meson

distorted waves in Eq.(3), we choose the kaon beam direction as the z-axis. Then, the waves

are given by

A=0
(4)

where J\{0L\ r)'s are the meson-nucleus distorted partial waves. 9^ denotes the scattering

angle of the pion to the kaon beam in the laboratory frame, and r is the relative coordinate

between the mesons and the center of the nucleus.

FIG. 2

The target state |t) denotes the 4He ground state ( J '=0 + , Ti=Q), which consists of
3H+p and 3He+n. The S-hypernuclear final states | /) are both bound and continuum

states on charge bases, namely, 3H+S+ and 3He+E° for ir~ spectra: The final states with

the natural-parities, 0+, 1~, 2+,- • -, are considered because the spin-flip processes are known

to be negligible in (K~,ir) reactions at pA-=400-800 MeV/c [26]. Therefore, the transition

amplitudes in Eq.(2) are obtained as

for

for

for

w~ spectra,

jr° spectra,

JT+ spectra

>,

(5)

(6)

(7)

with

where pji,N and R denote the transition densities and the relative coordinate between the

3N core-nucleus and the nucleon (hyperon), respectively; MH, JWA and Mo are masses of

the final state, the target and the core-nucleus, respectively. The factors of MC/MH and

Mc/M/,. in Eq.(6) come from the recoil effects, which are important in very light target. By

neglecting a pion momentum dependence and using the closure approximation, we obtain, a

sum rule relation [27]. For example, it is found in r~ spectra as

I**'] Mi 1 N'Y'NY ' T =+J

where pp and pn are density distributions of a proton and a neutron in 4He, respectively.

We assume pp~pn (=p^), which are normalized as

(9)



B. Green's function method

In order to evaluate efficiently the cross section of Eq.(2), we employ Green's functions

for S-hypernuclear final states. The space for the nucleus-S system can be divided into two

parts; the E-channel projected by an operator P and the A-channel projected by Q=\—P.

The effective Hamiltonian is obtained as

H = H(o> + U (10)

with

ME, (11)

where H'n is the intrinsic Hamiltonian of the 3JV" core-nucleus. Ts is the kinetic energy

operator for the relative motion between 3N and S, and M E denotes the operator for the

mass of E. The effective interaction U is related to the Hamiltonian H with the interaction

U in full S and A space as follows:

1
U = PUP + PUQ- —QUP. (12)

'B}-QHQ +

Since the A-channels are open, U becomes of a. complex value with an absorptive imaginary

part describing the loss of flux from the S-channels. Even if there exists a bound state in

the E-channels, the state must be unstable due to the EN—*hN conversion decay.

Here we consider S final states for the 4He(/£~,7r~) reaction. The reaction can populate

isospin components with T = | and | . These states are constructed from the 3H+E+ and
3rfe+E° channels on charge bases, i.e., P^P^+Pa. Thus Green's function of the 3./V-E

system is obtained by solving a coupled equation with the 2x2 interaction U;

G(Ef) = (13)

with

(14)

where

bases.

is free Green's function with being diagonal for these channels on charge

According to the Green's function method [24], we can rewrite the sum over the final

states in Eq,.(2) as

~ EK - Ei)

a, ', R')(a', R'\FY>{BL)), (15)

where Fy is the production amplitude, including the K~ N->KY amplitude of /(yT)! indices

Y and Y' are taken to be the 3He+E° and 3H+E+ channels, and a is the intrinsic coordinate

of the $N core-nucleus. Hence, the inclusive jr~ double-differential cross section of Eq.(2) is

written as

with

Mi YY'

(16)

(17)

Here the coordinate suffixes are omitted. The explicit forms are given in Appendix B. In

order to estimate the processes (a), (6) and (c) in Eq.(l) separately, we use the following

identity:

ImP'GP = Ff(l + UGJ'lmG*0^! + UG)F + F ^ I m U G F ,

then, we can rewrite Eq.(17) as

(18)

(19)

with

±.£ E
\J'\ Mi YY'

(20)



J;BL) = TJTE E (.~)UH

,-(£,; ft.) = 777 E E (-)-

(21)

(22)

where .?£+*- and ^go,- describe respectively the exclusive S+- and S°-escape processes,

and .7"Air- >s the semi-exclusive A-conversion process. GT)>{Ej) and f/̂ y are matrix elements

of the 77;-channel for Green's function and the nucleus-S potential, respectively. G^°'(£/)

is free Green's function on the 7-channel. Thus we obtain the exclusive and semi-exclusive

double-differential cross sections as

(23)

(24)

(25)
(Per*

We note that as seen in Eq.(22), the A-conversion process is described by the imaginary part

of the complex potential U derived from two-body SiV interaction [22]. The HeBC data

[11] suggest that contributions of three-body (d+p+A) and four-body (p+p+n+A) breakup

processes are as large as that of the two-body (3He+A) process in the S-region. However, at

present, we can not deal with them separately, but expect that the imaginary part describes

effectively all the A-conversion processes.

In the case of the 4He(A'",7r°) reaction, we can discuss the structure of the EH-

hypernucleus which consists of 3H+S° and 3He+S~ components. The cross section is cal-

culated in the essentially same framework for the 4He(A'~,:r~) reaction except the use of

A'-+p-nr°+E° and J<P-+n->jr°+S~ amplitudes. On the other hand, the "lHe(A'")T
+) re-

action produces S~-hypernuclear states with only JP=§ via K~+p—»ff++£-, and is treated

as a single-channel problem.

III. ELEMENTARY K~N — izY AMPLITUDE IN NUCLEAR MEDIUM

In DWIA calculations, the spectral shape depends on the elementary K~+N—nr~r~i + Y

amplitudes in nuclear medium, as used in Eq.(3). Thus we discuss the amplitudes of K~-p

and K~-n interactions for the laboratory momentum of p/i-=400-800 MeV/c. Differential

cross sections at Si,=0° ase given by

Wo-
(26)

where f/yT) is the amplitude of the K~+N-*Tr~r~i+Y elementary processes in free spa.ee,

which is analyged by Gopal et td. [26]. We should note the existence of the isospin-zero

Y"(1520) resonance at the incident K~ momentum of ~390 MeV/c. In fact, Dover et at. [I]

have pointed out that the Fermi-averaging for K~N—nrY amplitudes is of importance for

S-hypernuclear production cross sections; particularly, near the Y"(1520) because its width

is smaller than the Fermi-motion energy of a struck nucleon. In addition, we must take

account of the binding correction. The large nucleon binding energy (~20 MeV) in the ''He

target nucleus requests us to evaluate the amplitude /(yr) at an effective energy properly

shifted.

Here we carry out the Fermi averaging of K~N—*irY amplitude at 0° in the laboratory

frame following Rosental and Tabakin [28]. We use a momentum distribution p(p) of a

struck nucleon in the 4He nucleus, which is assumed to be of simple harmonic oscillator with

a size parameter frA=l-21 fm. The Fermi-averaged amplitude in the cm. frame is obtained

as a function of the effective energy WKN by

\j~= \j (27)

where u and E represent energies of the kaon and of the nucleon in the nucleus, respectively,

and 0 is a boost velocity for the transformation to the K~-N cm. frame. The effective

energy with the binding correction is given approximately by

WKN w I + MN -BN-- (28)
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where the binding energy of £?/v—20MeV is adopted, and MK (MN) is the mass of the ikaon

(nucleon). By making the Lorenz transformation into the laboratory frame, we can obtain

the Fermi-averaged amplitudes f[yT) f°r the 4He target, as shown in Table I.

Figure 3 displays the absolute values of a /(yvJ i where a is the kinematical factor in

Eq.(2). The nucleon Fermi-motion appreciably moderates the effect of narrow resonances;

Y"(152Q) affects more strongly the cross sections near 400 MeV/c, when the binding effect

is taken into account. It is confirmed that even after the averaging, there remain rather

strong energy dependences for the various K~N—*TY reactions, as pointed out by Dover et

al. [3]. We employ these Fermi-averaged amplitudes fiyry for the following calculations.

-TABLE I -

• FIG. 3

IV. NUCLEAR AND E-HYPERNUCLEAR STATES

A. Wave function of 4He target nucleus

As mentioned in Sect.II, we regard the 37V-nucIeus as a core-nucleus in A=i baryonic

systems, i.e., &/v(a) is the wave function for the 3N eigenstates (3He or 3H). Thus, the wave

function for the 4He ground state is written as

(a, R|4He; J{M,) = ^ ( a ^ ^ ^ R ) , (29)

]s]™, (30)

where X^i and X^l are the isospin-spin functions for 3N and iV, respectively; <PN(R)

and A' are the relative wave function and the anti-symmetrized operator for nucleons, re-

spectively.

The wave function of the four-nucleon system \PjtMi (4He) is obtained by performing a mi-

croscopic four-body ?,NNN calculations [22], with a realistic central potential of Tamagaki's
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C3G (29]. The relative wave function is extracted as a spectroscopic amplitude between 31V

and/V,

and is slightly modified so as to reproduce experimental data of the binding energy. For the

convenience of use, we derive a potential C//v(R) consistent to the relative wave function and

parametrize it into Gaussian forms,

UN(R) = Ux (32)

with £/i=156.28 MeV, t/2=-185.66 MeV, C/3=-9.56 MeV, ti=1.21 fm, 62=1.58 fm, 6,=2.82

fm. Then, we can obtain the nucleon binding energy of J3^=20.6 MeV and the r.m.s.

distance of ^/(R2)=1.87 fm for the 3He+n system.

B. Green's function for nucleug-E systems

Since spin-flip production processes are negligible in the (A'~, TT) reactions, we consider

the 3JV-S final states with natural-parities J=L, 5=0 [21]. Green's function is expanded

into partial waves with L as a function of the relative distance between ZN and £, and its

explicit form is written as

(33)
IM

with

(34)

where gyV,(Ef; R, R1) is relative Green's function coupled between Y and V channels, and

XJ? is the isospin-spin state of the S-hyperon. By substituting Eq.(33) into Eq.(13), relative

Green's function for the <He(A'~,i") reaction satisfies the following CC equations between

the 3H+S+ and 3He+S° channels;

12



— -tE+ — U S+E+

-£/EoE+

S[R-K)
(35)

0 5(R-R)J
where Ty and Uyyi are the kinetic and the potential matrix elements, respectively. £7g+ and

JBJJJ are energies measured from the 3H+2+ and 3He+S° thresholds, respectively, i.e.,

=Bt-{M (3H) + AfE+), (36)

(37)

where A<3(>0) is the threshold-energy difference. The nucleus-S potential is derived from

two-body SN interaction [22]. We employ SAP (sigma-nudeon absorptive potential) {15,22]

as the TJN interaction: SAP-1 (SAP-F) is constructed to be S-matrix equivalent to the

Nijmegen OBE model-D (model-F) potential [23] at low energies. SAP-2 is a modified

version of SAP-1, which corresponds to a weaker conversion case. We can generally write

the nucleus-S potential as

U(R) = U°{R) + UT{R){10 • tz), (38)

where U" and Ur are the isospin-independent term and the isospin-symmetric Lane term,

respectively. They are written as

U0(R) = U°(R) + U°{R)(Sc-sz), (39)

0T(R) = UT(R) + C/T"(i?)(S0 • BE), (40)

wnere Sc and sE denote the spin operators for 3JV and S, respectively. Each of them has

been parametri2ed in Gaussian forms

U°(R) = £/gexp{-(fl/flc)
2} + U^xp{-(R/aAf} (41)

with a=0, a, r and or. Since Yamada and Ikeda [30,31] indicated a significant role of the

GT term for the possible existence of \L\ bound state, it is worth presenting the parameters
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for SAP as shown in Table II. Moreover, we list up the potential matrix elements for 5=0

in Eq.(35), together with the Coulomb potential VCoul- and the value of AQ, in Table III.

To obtain the CC equation for the 4He(A'~,x°) spectrum, we replace suffixes S + and S°

in Eq.(35) by suffixes S~ and S° which denote the 3He+S" and 3H-|-S0 channels, respec-

tively. We employ these potentials when we calculate both bound and continuum states.

Thus, by solving the CC equations numerically as expressed in Appendix C, we can obtain

• TABLE II -

TABLEIH-

Now we obtain energies and widths (or pole positions tty)) for the S-hypernuclear bound

states. Table IV shows the results of the EHe and EH states with ^"=0+, T~\\ we stress that

there exist bound states (Imfcj; >0) in the £-channel whenever we employ such a realistic

potential based on the SU(3) flavor symmetry. Then Green's function can be rewritten (24]

where (py\R) are wave functions of the Gamow state for EHe, which are normalized as

Figure 4 displays the wave function projected to the isospin T—\ space as

(44)

together with the 4He wave function I?N{R) in Eq.(29).

TABLE IV

FIG. 4

14



Finally, since the spectrum reflects potential properties, it is worth summarizing some

properties of the nucleus-S potential of Eq.(38): The potential has a central repulsion in the

real part of U° at short distance and does a strong Lane term of UT [22]. The former plays

an important role in reducing the EN-*AiV conversion width of the E-hypernucleus, and

the latter makes the channels on charge bases strongly couple to form a nucleus-S bound

state with almost-pure total isospin.

V. DISTORTED MESON-NUCLEUS WAVES

A. Eikonal distortion

When we consider an incoming kaon and an outgoing pion at high energies, we can

calculate the distorted waves with the help of the eikonal approximation [21]: For the inci-

dent kaon momentum 400-800 MeV/c, the pion momentum comes around 300-600 MeV/c.

Thus this approximation gives us a good description. The scattering wave functions for the

incoming kaon and the outgoing pion are given respectively by

(45)

(46)

with momenta of k*- and k r, and the impact parameter b where we took the kaon beam

direction is taken to be the z-axis. The velocities VK and «» are of the kaon and of the pion,

respectively. To obtain the optical potentials UK and C^, we employ the lowest order term

given by the multiple scattering theory and use the optical theorem. Then the potentials

are obtained as

xL+>) = «p(+**r - - L 1 ^ UK(b, z-)dz'),

X\rJ'{r) = exp(-ik,r - ± j [ " UT(\ Adz')

) , J pA(.r)dr = 4, (47)

where PA(»") is the nucieon density distribution of 4He, and ô Jvr denotes the isospin-averaged

total cross section of meson(m)-nucleon(W) scattering; am is its real to imaginary ratio. For

a momentum of 500 MeV/c, both a "̂// and 5l°j^ are about 50 mb [21,26]. Since little is
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known about the real part of the forward scattering amplitude, we employ a s ô jv— ofti —

50 mb, an=aK=0 and pA(r) of a single-Gaussian form with a size parameter bA=l.2l fm.

Then the distorted waves (DW) are obtained from Eqs.(45) and (46) as plane waves with

the distortion factor;

xi;)"(r)xl+
K

)(r) = exp (iq • r)D(b), (48)

| (49)

•where the nuclear thickness function [32J is

T(b)= [°°pA{b,z)dz, (50)

and q=kA— kT is the transfer momentum. If the distortion is switched off, the distortion

factor D{b) goes to 1 and the formulation reduces to the plane-wave impulse approximation

(PWIA). Therefore, the distorted partial waves in Eq.(4) are obtained as

Ufar) = D{r)jx(qr) (51)

with

where jx(x) is the spherical Bessel function of order A. Here we take an simple angular-

average and replace b\ by | r 2 [33]. It is sufficient for the case of light nuclear target in our

calculations.

B. Effective nucieon number

With the eikonal distortion, we can easily estimate the total differential cross sections in

the S-region: For the 4He(A'",7r") reaction, substituting Eq.(5) into Eq.(2) and using the

relation of Eq.(8), we can obtain the total differential cross section at 0^=0° as

m)c.
p

(53)

16



where a denotes appropriately averaged quantity of a in Eq.(2). The effective nucleon

(proton or neutron) number [21] is obtained by

(54)

(55)

with

?(B)= (°°pN(B,Z)dZ,

where R=(B,Z) and MH=;MA are used. Note that JV, a) is independent of the recoil

momentum, and is a. function of only the distortion parameter a. If we take a—d (PWIA),

N^{a) amounts to a number of a proton or neutron in the target (=2).

In the cases of the 4He(A'",w°) and 4He(A'~,x+) reactions, we can also write the cross

sections as
,rfcrv<He(A:-,*°)
(ix) »«|l/(s?>««)l +I/{E-«»)I 1-N.ff'M, (56)

(57)

We calculate the total differential cross sections at PA-=450 MeV/c with various CT=0, 30, 50

and 70 mb, where we adjust a so as to reproduce the cross section obtained by a numerical

integration of Eq.(2) with respect to Er. By comparing the values of N^l(d-) in Table V,

we can easily see the distortion effects.

-TABLE V

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss systematically the double-differential cross sections for (A'",

it*) and (A'~, ?r0) reactions. In Table VI, we describe the characteristic features of the trans-

fer momentum QE and the Fermi-averaged amplitudes f(yT) for the4He(A'~,7r~) reaction at

Ph=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c. The calculated spectra are folded with 1.0 MeV FWHM by

taking account of a detector resolution.
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• TABLE VI -

A. 4He(A*~,;r~) reaction

Figure 5 displays the double-differential cross section for the 4He(A'~,jr~) reaction at

three kaon momenta. The solid, dashed and dotted curves represent the v~ spectra calcu-

lated with SAP-1, -2 and -F, respectively. We find that peak and bump structures appear

clearly in the spectrum at px=i50 MeV/c, but they become less conspicuous with increasing

kaon momentum. When SAP-1 and -2 are used, a narrow peak appears below the 3H+S+

threshold. It corresponds to the |;He bound state with •/*=0+, 7"— ,̂ although the state is

unstable due to strong EN—»AJV conversion decay. As shown in Fig. 6(a), we can estimate

the semi-exclusive A-conversion spectrum A'~+4He—ur"+X+A. The Green's function tech-

nique makes it possible to compare the calculated spectrum with experimental data from

tagged-A measurements in the S-region. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show the E-escape spectra of

K~+4He-nr-+3H-f E+ and K~+ 4He-»7r-+3He+S° reactions, respectively, which are some-

times called 2 quasi-free spectra. At pft-=450 MeV/c, we find that the conversion spectrum

is larger than a sum of these escape spectra, because the JHe state is more strongly pop-

ulated than continuum states. It is reasonable that the conversion spectrum corresponds

exactly to the inclusive spectrum below the threshold.

FIG. 5

• F I G . 6 ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c ) .

i. Production of the %He bound state

In order to see the structure of j;He(J1'=0+)) we analyze in detail spectral behavior near

the S-threshold. Since there exists the bound state with almost-pure isospin of T=^, the

differential cross section for the j;He bound state can be written in a good approximation as
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da

where [da j dSl)™^7' is the Fermi-averaged K~N—urE differential cross section at 0" with

isospin transfer &T=%; a s and A^j are the kinematical factor and the effective nucleon

number, respectively.

First, let us discuss the elementary cross section in Eq.(58). The cross section for T=^

is enhanced around p/f=400 MeV/c because of the existence of the Y"(1520) resonance,

as seen in Fig. 3. In fact, Dover et al. mentioned that since the contribution of AT=\

is dominant in ;>K=400-600 MeV/c, the T=\ state can be strongly populated at the kaon

momentum. On the other hand, in PK-=600-80Q MeV/c the contributions of AT=^ and

| are comparable and the component of S° is populated favorably, as shown in Table VI.

The behavior of these cross sections can be exploited to distinguish between the isospin and

charge contributions in 2-hypernuclear states [27].

Next we discuss the effective nucleon number of iVjj. The value is approximately esti-

mated by integrating the spectral contribution from the bound state pole;

where ((f2o-/df2»dEI)
pcl<: can be obtained with replacing gyy^Bj; ft, R') by only the first term

in r.h.s. of Eq.(42). Table VII shows the results of JV& at p/;=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c,

where the spectrum is integrated from —30 MeV to -f 120 MeV in the S+ excitation energy.

We find that Nfs decreases with increasing px because at p/;~450 MeV/c substitutional

states are strongly populated due to the small transfer momentum of gj;~80 MeV/c. Thus,

the production cross section of the j;He bound state with 7T=0+ is enhanced, whereas the

population of continuum states is relatively reduced because higher partial waves J*=\~

and 2+ are suppressed.

TABLE VII -

Figure 7 shows the angular distributions of the differential cross sections for the v;He

bound state at px=450 and 750 MeV/c, where the case of DW (a=50 mb) is compared with
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that of PW. We find that the absolute value of the cross section in DW is smaller than that

in PW by a factor of ~6, but the angular distribution is not so different between them.

FIG. 7-

We note two advantages in the case of PK=450 MeV/c in observing the bound state;

(1) the enhancement of the elementary cross section with AT= \ and (2) the mechanism of

the recoilless production. The spectrum by in-flight A'~ beams near 400-500 MeV/c makes

it possible to elucidate the structure of £He. Considering backgrounds from K~—*w^ir~v~

decay in the lower momentum, we believe from a theoretical point of vbw that the in-flight

reaction at PK=450 MeV/c is the best way to solve the open problem whether the j;He state

is a bound state or not [34].

2. Isospin contributions

To order to see the isospin contributions in the ir~ spectrum, we perform the calculation

on isospin bases. By using a unitary transformation in Appendix D;

I = J2 A^yGyy(Ei)AyT', (60)

where GTT1 is Green's function on isospin bases, we can rewrite Eq.(17) as

l'/'J Mi TV W

where FT is the production amplitude with i-channel K~N~>irY amplitude / . Figure S

displays the isospin contributions at p^-=450 and 750 MeV/c, where / ' 2 ) (7 ) >s switched

off in the case of T = j (§). The dotted and dashed curves denote the pure-isospin states

for 7 = i and | , respectively. The solid curve is for full calculations with interference effects

between them, which corresponds exactly to the spectrum in Fig. 5.

At p/i-=750 MeV/c, there appear two peaks in the contribution of 7*=j: The first peak

is for the bound state, and the second peak lies near the 3H-S° threshold due to the 1"
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component. The reason is that the momentum transfer amounts to qc—150 MeV/c, and the

interference and mass-difference terms make the spectrum reduce in the bound state.

FIG. 8

3. Meson-wave distortion effects

Due to strong K~ and it* absorptions by nuclei, we must take account of meson-wave

distortion effects even for light nuclei like 4He. With the help of the eikonal approximation,

we discuss the dependence of the absolute values and the shapes of double-differential cross

sections on the distorted-wave. In evaluating the spectra at pjf=450 MeV/c, we take several

values for the distortion parameter a in Eq.(52). Figure 9 illustrates the spectra for cr=0,

30, 50 and 70 mb, although the cases of CT=30-50 mb are physically acceptable. We find that

the absolute value of <r=50 (30) mb is smaller than that of PW (CT=0 mb) by a factor of

4.8 (2.9). Moreover, the spectra are changed by the choice of ff, because the cross section is

affected by an overlap between the distorted-waves of ~J\{6\;,T) of Eq.(51) and the transition

density /5/;,iv of Eq.(7). Particularly, the population of the s-wave state is sensitive to the

reduction D(r) in Eq.(51) inside the nucleus, and becomes smaller with increasing a. In

fact, the ratio of the bound to the continuum peaks with 5=0, 30, 50 and 70 mb are 2.8,

2.0, 1.6 and 1.4, respectively. If we use ct,=l instead of a,=0 in Eq.(47), the shape of the

spectra is almost same whereas the absolute value is reduced by 8%.

FIG. 9

4- behavior of A-conversion spectra

We investigate the shape behavior of the semi-exclusive if~+4He—>7r~+A'+A spectra

near the £-threshoId, using the complex potential of Eq.(38). As seen in Fig. 6(a), the peak

makes us recognize the existence of the j;He bound state. Its shape is distinguished from that

of the threshold cusp [35] which is observed typically in the K~+d—> ;r~+p+A reaction in
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flight [36]. Figure 10 displays the spectrum for the JH(A'~,7r~) reaction at pc—lOO MeV/c in

DWIA calculations; SAP-1 and -F are used as the EJV interaction in the /=*, 35i state. We

can reasonably confirm that there appears a double-cusp structure at the E+n and the S°p

thresholds in the K~+d—>x~+p+A spectrum, because SAP reproduces realistic S-matrix

elements of the Nijmegen potential [23] at low energies. We stress that the peak in the semi-

exclusive A'~+4He—tn~+X+\ spectrum describes the bound state which is distinguishable

from such a threshold cusp.

FIG. 10

In order to see the shape dependence on the strength of the nucleiis-D potenti?! in the

/f-+4He—nr~+X+A spectrum, we calculate the spectrum at PA=450 MeV/c by introducing

artificial factors of the real and the imaginary parts, (V/VD, W[WQ), into the potential of

Eq.(38), where Vb and WD aie the real and the imaginary parts of the nucleus-S potential

for SAP-1, respectively. We show the resultant spectra in Fig. 11. We find that the spectral

shapes of V/KD=0.8 and 0.6 become of asymmetric form. At a rather small factor of ~0.4,

the shape changes to a spikelike cusp as observed in K~+d—*v~+p+A. The reasons are

following: A pole of the j;He (J*=Q+, T~j) bound state lies in the first Riemann sheet

(Imfcg'>0) for the S-channel. As the factor of V/Vb decreases, the pole moves to the

second Riemann sheet (Imfcj?'<0). Then the pole comes quite close to the S-threshold. We

illustrate the pole positions on the complex fc-plane in Fig. 12, where we solve Eq.(35) with

omitting AQ for the simplicity. If there appears a pole in the second Riemann sheet, such

a cusp-shape should be observed. The shape behavior is similar to a. result obtained by the

K-matrix formalism [37]. To see the structure of ^He, it is important to measure the shape

of A-conversion spectrum with better resolution.

• FIG. 11

FIG. 12
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5. Coupling effects in B-conimuum spectra

The isospin-dependence of the nucleus-S potential causes the strong coupling between the
3 H+S + and the3He+£° channels. As mentioned before, the channel-coupling (CC) plays an

important role in forming the f;He bound state. Here we focus on the coupling mechanism

in the continuum spectra. We consider the K~+' lHe-nr~+3H+S+ (7r~+3He+S°) processes

in the following four cases, as illustrated in Fig. 13:

(a) Without CC between the 3H+£+ and the 3He+S° channels in final states, only the

vertex of p(/if~,7r~)£+ (n(K~,TT~)20) is taken into account in reaction diagrams.

(b) With CC, only the vertex of p(A'-,T-)S+ (n(K~, 7r)2°) is taken into account.

(c) With CC, only the vertex of n{Ar-,5r-)£° (p{K~,ir")S+) is taken into account.'

(d) With CC, vertexes of ?(«•",ir~)E+ and n(A'",7T")S° are taken into account. This

case corresponds to the full CC calculation.

Comparing the cases (a) and (b), we can see how the coupling terms of Eq.(35), £/s+S° an<^

#E°£+ . contribute to the continuum spectra. The case (d) includes the interference term

between (b) and (c).

FIG. 13

Figures 14 and 15 display the spectra of the E+-escape and S°-escape processes at

PK=450 MeV/c, respectively, with Fermi-averaged amplitudes of l/^o,,-)! ^ l/(s+ir-)l- We

see that an enhancement just above the threshold appears in the case (a); there is no bound

state because the coupling potential is switched off [22], but the nucleus-S interaction is

attractive. In the case of the £+-escape, the strength of the case (c) becomes as large as

that of (b). The strength with full CC is not so different from the sum of (b) and (c). In

the case of the £°-escape, the interference term reduces the spectra by a factor of 3. Thus,

it is necessary to take into account the interference term when we calculate the continuum

spectra.
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ib'IG. 14

FIG. 15

Figures 16 and 17 show the spectra at p*=750 MeV/c, where the elementary amplitudes

are |/(EO»-)| 3> I/(E+»-)| — 0 in contrast to amplitudes at PK=450 MeV/c. In the S+-

escaping spectra, the contributions of (a) and of (b) are very small. This behavior is easily

understood from the small value of | /(E+I-)I- Thus the dominant contribution of (c) comes

from the strong coupling and the large amplitude of (/(EO^-JI. We find that the process (b)

mainly occurs in the £°-escape spectra in the £ quasi-free region.

FIG. 16

• FIG. 17

As a result, the continuum spectra are affected not only by K~N-+n£ amplitudes but

also by the coupling behavior between the 3He+£+ and the 3He+£n channels. The full CC

calculation is needed to analyze the continuum spectra.

B. 4He(/f-,7:0) reaction

The 4He(A'~,7r°) reaction gives us a chance to observe the gH-hypernuclcus, which con-

sists of 3II f-5° and 3He+E~ channel components. It is interesting to seethe state predicted

as a mirror rt-.te of gHe [5]. Moreover, we can discuss structures of £~ atomic states. In

this subsection, we calculate the 4He(A'",Tr°) spectra at PK=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c in

order to compare them with the 4He(A'~,jr~) spectra.

Figure 18 displays the inclusive double-differential cross sections at 0^=0°. The solid,

dashed and dotted curves denote the spectra with SAP-1, -2 and -F, respectively. Wefind two

peaks in the spectra; the first peak below the 3H+£° threshold is for the bound state of JH

(J*=0+, T^ i ) , as shown in Table VII. The second peak appears slightly below the 3He+E"

threshold. This comes from resonance states with the help of the attractive Coulomb force
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between 3He and £~ [38], where the 3H+E° channel is open. Figure 19 shows the spectra

of A'-+-1He-»jr°+*+A, A'-+"'He->7ro+3H+£0 and A'-+4He->T°+3He+£- reactions. We

find that the E°-escape spectrum is enhanced near the aHe+S~ threshold, contrary to the

conversion one. It means that the £~-hyperon favorably induces E°-charge exchange rather

than A-conversion due to the final state interaction. Hence, these spectra enable us to see

properties of the nucleus-S potential. In fact, S~ atomic calculations have suggested that

it is possible to determine quantitatively the nucleus-S potential with x-ray measurements

from 3H+£~ atomic states [39]. Therefore, the properties of £H are interesting subjects in

S-hypernuclear and S" atomic physics.

• FIG. 18

•FIG. 19(a), (b), (c)

C. 'lHe(.fi— ,T+) reaction

The •4He(A'~,x+) reaction populates only the £~-hypernuclear states with T=§. Thus we

can learn the isospin dependence of E-hypernuclear states by comparing the ?r+ spectra with

jr~ ones. Figure 20 shows the calculated spectra at px=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c, together

with partial wave components. We confirm that these spectra are quite different from the

jr~ and x° spectra [40]. The reason is that there exists no nuclear bound state (except £~

atomic ones) because of a repulsive core in the real part of the nucleus-S potential for T=§.

In fact, this feature is observed by the "lHe(stopped K~,ir+) experiment at KEK [6]. As seen

in Fig. 21, the contribution of J l r=0+ dominates in the near-recoilless spectra at ph-=450

MeV/c, but it decreases with increasing kaon momentum because the £~ transfer momentum

increases. We find that the spectra with SAP-1 and -2 are almost same. However, since

there is a strong repulsion at the potential tail in SAP-F, its spectrum is reduced extremely

in the low-energy region, as pointed out in Ref. [15]. On the other hand, the A-conversion

spectra are negligibly small due to the weak imaginary part of the T=§ potential, although
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there is an additional conversion process of (SNN)°—tn-t-n+A decay [41]. As a result,

the 4He(A'~,TT+) experimental data can be used for testing whether the 3H-£~ potential is

repulsive or not [40,41],

• FIG. 20 •

• FIG. 21

D. For BNL-AGS experiments

Hayano et al. [6] reported the observation of the gile bound state in the 4He(stoppcd

K~,rr~) data at KEK. Recently, Outa et al. [7] presented the final result of TT~ spectrum

background-subtracted from the data, where the binding energy and the width of j;He are

observed to be JBj+p= 2.8±0.7 MeV and rexp= 12.1±1.2 MeV, respectively. Our theoretical

analysis suggested that there exists safely the S-hypernuclear bound state of £ He with a large

conversion width, where the strengths of the nucleus-£ potential are adjusted as V/Vb~0.8

and W/WD~2, nevertheless there remain some ambiguities in the calculation [10].

In order to judge whether j;He is of bound state or not, experimental measurements

of "He(in-flight A"",**) reactions have been proposed at BNL-AGS [42,43]. Therefore, we

try to predict theoretically the ')He(in-flight K~,ir*) spectrum at PK=586 MeV/c (4°), of

which kinematics is utilized in the 9Be(in-flight A'~,7rT) experiments [17]. For the conve-

nience of analysis, we list up kinematics and Fermi-averaged amplitudes in Table VIII. As

shown in Fig. 22, we consider the TT~ spectra in typical cases of (a) V/VD—0A, W/tVb=2.2,

(b) VyVD=0.8, W/WD=2.2 and (c) V/VD=0.8, W / H W . 6 [10], together with (d) the JT+

spectrum of V/Vb=0.8, W/Wb=1.6. In the case (a), there appears a threshold cusp, as dis-

cussed by Dalitz [44]. On the other hand, we observe clearly the structure due to the bound

state in the cases (b) and (c). Both potentials give better fitting to 4He(stopped A'~,ir~)

data, because there remain ambiguities in the K~ absorption rate from s- and p-orbits of

A'"-4He atoms [10]. We note that in the bound region the shape is sensitive to the potential
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strength. It is important to determine experimentally the peak position and the asymmetric

shape in the tagged-A spectrum with J'=0+. As a consequence, the 4He(in-night A'~,x~)

measurement has ability to establish the structure of gHe.

TABLE Yin

•FIG. 22(a),(b), (c)

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the two-body S7V interaction, we have investigated the S-hypernuclear

production reactions on the 4He target. The double-differential cross section is formulated in

the CC+DWIA framework by the Green's function method. The 4He(A-,jr-)> 4He(A'-,TT°)

and 4He(A'~,ir+) spectra are given systematically for p/c=400-800 MeV/c. The spectra

corresponding to the BNL-AGS proposal are also predicted. The results are summarized as

follows:

(i) The inclusive ir~, ir° and ;r+ spectra, are quite different from each other. The compari-

son among them elucidates the isospin dependence of the nucleus-S potential, i.e., the

existence of the strong Lane term.

(ii) The in-flight (A'~,?r~) reaction at p/f=4S0 MeV/c has two advantages for the produc-

tion of the |;He bound state; the dominance of the elementary K~N—»!rS cross section

with AT=5 and the recoilless enhancement in the production mechanism.

(iii) The shape of the tagged-A spectrum in the (A'~,jr~) reaction reflects clearly the nature

of jHe. It is important to determine the position and the shape of the peak with the

J*=0+ component.

(iv) The continuum spectra of S + and of £° are sensitive to the coupling term of the

nucleus-2 potential. The production mechanism can be clarified through the analysis
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of the exclusive reaction data. The full CC treatment is necessary for the calculation

of the (A'~,JT~) and (A'~,T°) reactions.

In conclusion, the in-flight (K~,x~), (A'",x°) and (A'~,jr+) reactions on the 4He target

can provide valuable data for us to determine the nucleus-E potential and also to check the

underlying SN interaction. The 4He(in-flight K~,v~) experiment around p/c=450 MeV/'c

is the best way at present to get definitive knowledge of the energy position and the width

of the jHe hypernucleus. Since JHe has the simplest structure and production-mechanism

among S-hypernuclei, we believe that the present results give a sound starting point to

2-hypernuclear study.
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APPENDIX A: KINEMATICAL FACTOR OF a

The factor a in Eq.(2) is for ths Wnematical translation from K~-N to A'"-4 He systems,

which is given as

'"', (Al)
i 2 ' E<2> E K cos 6™
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where Eg and E* (E^' and -£j2') are energies of the kaon and the pion, respectively, for

A*~-4He (K~-N) system; M\ (Mu) is the mass of 4He (nucleon). The pion momentum kx

is obtained as

with

2(£; - kK cos 8L)(E; + kK cos 8h

Ml - ( M k + k%)}kK a>SeL

£? - Ml - (M^Y + k2
K) - IM

(A2)

\ (A3)

where Ei=EK+M^, and the final hypemuclear mass is given by A/HY=A/C + Mz — Bz. The

momentum transfer qs to S-hyperon for the 4He(A'~,7r) reaction is defined by

qz = \kK - K\ = (A4)

APPENDIX B: EXPLICIT FORM OF THE DOUBLE-DIFFERENTIAL CROSS

SECTION

Let's consider the 4He(A'~,!r~) reaction ( r=+ | ) . The production amplitudes in Eq.(15)

is written as

with

3M
(Bl)

^ , ( 6 ^ R ) = E {JiM;Xii\JM)CYiS6{S,S;)XiL
L

s
i
)J{8L;R)^)JM(B.), (B2)

L A Li I I Li Ji S I

0 0 0 ] I J L A I
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(B3)

where Li + L + A = even, and CK;S is the isospin-spin spectroscopic factor for the 3/V-fE

channel, which is obtained as

. A
\ (B4)

By substituting Eq.(Bl) into Eq.(15) and neglecting processes of the small spin-flip rection,

we obtain Eq.(17) as

YY< J\V LL'SS'

L A L-\ ( V X L$\ I Li Ji S | f L\ J< S'

with

X.gYYi\£'f, it, K)jx'[oi

If we take the "He target (J;=i,=5;=0, Ti=0), we get

YY' A=0

with the isospin-spin reduced matrix elements for A5=0,

( --J2, for 3H+E+ channel,

%/2, for 3He+S° channel.

For 5H target (7,=S,=1,1;=0, T;=:0), we get

YY' J=|>—1| X=!

with

—\f\i for n+S"1" channel,

\A, for p+5>° channel.

(B5)

(B6)

(B7)

(B8)

(B9)

(BIO)
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APPENDIX C: MULTI-CHANNEL GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

We consider the multi-channel Schrodinger equation in the relative coordinate. For the

convenience, we can rewrite the equation into the symmetric form as

ar2
) _ --. =

with

n

ft

(Cl)

(C2)

(C3)

(C4)

(C5)

where /i, is the reduced mass in the 7 channel. The irregular solutions for this equation are

with

F t+(fc,r) = FL+(fci,Jt2,...,fcn,r), (C7)

We define the Wronskian relation

where the superscript T denotes the transpose of the matrix. The transpose is necessary in

order that the Wronskian of multi-matrix solutions of the same differential equation becomes

constant. The Jost function of nxn matrix and the regular solutions are defined by

fc,r)K-1 JL-(k)}.

(CIO)

(Cll)
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Then, the S-matrix is given by

and the physical wave function is written as

(C12)

(C13)

whose asymptotic form becomes

'•rf 2:

where h and OL are incoming and outgoing waves with angular momentum L, respectively.

Thus we obtain (complete) Green's function

t 1 _x , T f

gL(E,r,r')=l 42 i + * ^ ' o r r < r ' ( C 1 5 )

for r

-^*i+ )( f c- r)K" l F^ j t . r ' )Tc" i f L . for r < r',

for r < r'.

with the asymptotic form for r' >̂ r,

(C16)

(C17)

where k, = j2ityEy/h. By substituting Eqs.(C3) and (C5) into Eq.(C13), we obtain Green's

function in Eq.(33) which is written as

9^.{E,T,r') = Jmiwig^E^T1)) . (C18)

APPENDIX D: GREEN'S FUNCTIONS ON ISOSPIN BASES

We can obtain the Green function of GTT> on isospin bases by translating form Gyy o n

charge bases in Eq.(33) as
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YY'

where Ayr is a unitary matrix element given from Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients, as

A =
A ,/a
'3 V3 ,

(Dl)

(D2)

Accordingly, the explicit forms for relations between these Green functions in r = + | are

written as

, (D3)
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FIGURES

FIG- 1- Threshold energies of A=4 baryonic systems for 4He(A'-,*-), 4He(ff-,ff°) and

*Ue[K~,ir+) reactions in the E-region.

FIG. 2. S-hypemuclear production diagrams of (a) the K~p interaction case and of (b) the

K~n interaction case for the 4He(iif ~ ,7r~) reaction in the framework of DWIA.

FIG. 3. The absolute squares of the Fermi-averaged amplitudes /(KT) a ' " L = 0 ° f° r 'he 4He

target, including the kineraatical factor a and the binding effects. The curves denote the

K~+p->Jt^-r-ST, J f -+n-»T-+E + and Jf-+p->ir°+£0 reactions. They are constructed from the

If-JV-fTE amplitudes of Gopal et at. [26]

FIG. 4. Real and imaginary parts of wave function for the j.He bound state with SAP, as

a function of the relative distance between the 3N core-nucleus and the E-liyperon. The solid,

short-dashed and long-dashed curves are for SAP-1, -2 and -F, respectively. The wave function for

the 4He ground state is also illustrated to be compared with them.

FIG. 5. E-hypernudear double-differential cross sections for the ''Hefin-flight A'~,ir~) reaction

at 0L=O° with P K = 4 5 0 , 600 and 750 MeV/c. The solid, dashed and dotted curves are for SAP-1,

-2 and -F, respectively.

FIG. 6. S-hypernuclear double-differential cross sections at 0^=0° for (a) the semi-exclusive

reaction of A"~-KlHe-»;r~+.X'+A, (b) the exclusive A""+4He->T~+3H+S+ reaction and (c) the

exclusive A"-+4He-nr-+3He+S° reaction with p*-=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c.

FIG. 7. Angular distributions of the double-differential cross section for the rile bound state

at P K = 4 5 0 and 750 MeV/c. The solid and dotted curves are for DWIA (5=50 mb) and PWIA

(5=0 mb), respectively.
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FIG. 8. Iscipin contributions in the differential cross sections for the 4He(in-flight K~,r~)

reaction at 8=0° with (a) p/f=450 and (b) 750 MeV/c. The dotted and dashed curves are for T = j

and | , respectively. The solid curve denotes the total spectra with the interference effects.

FIG. 9. Meson-wave distortion effects on the ""Hefin-flight K~ ,v~) spectrum with (a) 5=0 mb

(PWIA) and with (b) 5=30 mb, (c) 5=50 mb and (d) 5=70 mb (DWIA). The solid and dashed

curves denote the inclusive and semi-exclusive A-conversion spectra, respectively,

FIG. 10. S-hypernuclear doubte-differential cross sections for 2H(#~,ir~) reaction at PK=700

MeV/c (0°), which are calculated with (a) SAP-1 and (b) SAP-F. The dashed, dotted and solid

curves are contributions from Ap, Ap+E+n and Ap+E+n+E°p final states, respectively. The E+n

(£°p) threshold is located at MHY-M A =252.02 (256.41) MeV.

FIG. 11. The spectral change of the double-differential cross section for the^Hef/if'jir") reac-

tion, as a function of the potential strength by an artificial factor V/V£>=(a) 1.0, (b) 0.8, (c) 0.6 and

(d) 0-4. The dashed and solid curves are for the inclusive and semi-exclusive K~+*He-+x~+X4-A

spectra, respectively.

FIG. 12. Pole positions for the gHe state in th-. -amplex it-plane, as a function of the artificial

factor VjVo- The black diamond denotes a pole position for SAP-F.

FIG. 13. E-hypernudear reaction diagrams for the K~+4He-*Tr~+3ll+E+ reaction: (a) No

coupling between the 3H+S+ and 3He+E° final states. Coupling effects are treated by CC with

the K~ absorption from (b) a proton or (c) a neutron, (d) All the processes are taken into account

by full CC.

FIG. 14. Continuum spectra for the I<~+4He-*i-+3H+E+ reaction at p/f=450 MeV/c. The

solid curves display the spectrum (a) without coupling, (b) with CC for the K~ absorption by a

proton, (c) with CC for the K~ absorption by a neutron and (d) with full CC, respectively. The

dashed curve denotes the sum of (b) and (c) without interference effects.
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FIG. 15. Continuum spectra for the A'~+4 He-Mr"+3He-(-E0 reaction at px=450 MeV/c. The

solid curves display the spectrum (a) without coupling, (b) with CC for the K~ absorption by a

neutron, (c) with CC for the K~ absorption by a proton and (d) with full CC, respectively. The

dashed curve denotes the sum of (b) and (c) without interference effects.

FIG. 16. Continuum spectra for the ff-+4He-»ir--r-JH+S+ reaction at P K = 7 5 0 MeV/c. See

the caption of Fig.14.

FIC. IT. Coatinuitn: spectra for the j r -+ 4 He-nr-+ 3 He+£ 0 reaction at PA-=750 MeV/c. See

the caption of Fig.15.

FIG. 18. E-hypernuclear duuble-differentizi eras:. secfen-j Tor the 4 He(in-flight K~,ir°) reaction

at 0L=O° with ptf=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c. Tie solid, disked and dotted curves are for SAP-1,

-2 and -F, respectively.

FIG. 19. S-hypernudear double-differential cross sections at #[,=0° for (a) the semi-exclusive

reaction K-+4He-nr°+X+A., (b) the exclusive /r--f-4He-nr°+3H+S0 reaction ar.d (c) the exclu-

sive tf-+4He—x°+3He+E- reaction with PA-=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c.

FIG. 20. E-hypernudear double-differential cross sections for the 4He(in-flight K~,T+) reaction

at dL=Q° with ptf=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c. The soUd and dotted curves are for SAP-1 and -F,

respectively. The shapes for SAPrl and for SAP-2 are almost the same.

FIG. 21. Contributions of the partial waves for the 4He(in-flight K~,r+) spectra at 9^=0° with

p/c=450, 600 and 750 MeV/c.

FIG. 11. Theoretic.^ spectra for the 4He(in-flight K~,v^) reaction at pK=586 MeV/c (4°)

with the potential strengths of (a) V/VD=0.4, W/WD=2.2, 0>) V/VD=0.S, W/WD=2.2 and (c)

V7Vb=0.8, W/WD=1.6 for the ir" spectrum, together with (d) V / K D = 0 . 8 , H ' / H ' D = 1 . 6 for the

3T+ spectrum. The solid and dashed curves are for the inclusive and for A-conversion spectra,

respectively. The short-dashed curve denotes the tagged-A spectrum with J'=0+.
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TABLES

TABLE I. Fermi-averaged K-+tf—*-T-i+Y amplitudes of 7(yT) (K=E+, E°, S") for the '•He

target ( J "=0 + , T{=0). /<T)a and /( denote laboratory amplitudes labeled by i-channel isospin T

and 3-channel / , respectively. Phases are taken to be ones defined in Ref.[26].

nuclear reaction /(VT)

-+n—:ro - f -S-

E~

E+

E°

'We define and /\/6).
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TABLE II. Parameters of the nucleus-£ potential U in the A=4 systems.

SAP-1

SAP-2

SAP-F

a

0

a

T

OT

0

a

T

OT

0

a

T

OT

us
(MeV)

186.70

-

-

-

177.31

-

-

-

183.06

-

-

-

(MeV)

-95.64

+11.14

+17.45

-64.93

-90.99

+12.27

+15.15

-61.15

-65.56

+7.69

+26.22

-104.25

m
(MeV)

-8.69

-2.94

+5.79

-5.89

-5.48

-1.55

+3.65

-3.09

-18.34

-6.33

+12.23

-12.66

ac

(fin)

1.28

-

-

-

1.29

-

-

-

1.28

-

-

-

(fin)

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.65
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TABLE III. Potential matrix elements Uyy on charge bases with 5=0.

'//° - $U°) - -IUT — -U"

AQ=2.56MeV

- Vc°ul

AQ=4.35MeV
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TABLE IV. Binding energies and widths of EHe and | H bound states with J r = 0 + and T~§

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (fa"1)

rms

(fm)

SAF-1

SAP-2

SAP-F

4.6

3.7

4.4

7.2

6.3

6.9

7.9 -0.250+i0.675 2.69

4.5 -0.116+i0.415 2.87

19.1 -0.363+i0.564 2.46

71.8

73.3

69.3

99.5

99.2

99.8

do)

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV)

rms

(fm)

SAP-1

SAP-2

SAP-F

4.0

3.1

3.8

8.4

7.5

8.1

8.0 -0.190+:U455 2.65

4.5 -0.127+i0.386 2.85

19.6 -0.380+t0.554 2.42

42.8

46.1

37.7

98.4

97.4

99.5
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TABLE V. Meson-wave distortion effects in the total differential cross section on the * He target

at PA"450 MeV/c (Su=0°)-

a (mb)

0

30

50

70

2.00

0.65

0.40

0.28

4069

1322

814

569

da/dil (/ib/sr) b

3080

1001

616

413

2140

696

428

300

"Total effective nucleon number given in Eq.(54).

bo=0.885 is used.
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TABLE VI. Characteristic features of the Fermi-averaged /(y*-) amplitudes on charge bases

as a function of incident momentum px, together with those of {-channel / amplitudes on isospin

bases.

pK. (MeV/c) (MeV/c) charge bases isospin bases

450

600

750

-80

-120

-150 x-)l =0

aTiansfei momentum to the produced S-hypeion at the 3 H-S + threshold.
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TABLE VII. Effective nucleon number for the j;He bound state with g=50 mb.

p K - - ( M e V / c ) O B

450

600

750

0.927

0.950

0.965

1880

812

499

0.342

0.267

0.202

bThe binding energy and width are 5E+=4.6 MeV and VE=7.9 MeV, respectively
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- M A (MeV)

TABLE VIII. Kinematics" and absolute values of Fermi-averaged amplitudes for th-e

4He(A'-,ir?) reaction at BNL-AGS experiments [43].

kaon momentum

kaon kinetic energy

detected pion angle

pion momentum

pion kinetic energy

hypernudear energy

transfer momentum

kinematical factor

charge bases

isospin bases

PK-

TK-

ft.

P*

r.

AMHV

a

l/(rr)l2

586

272.6

4

E + x - ( 2 0 x - )

473.5

354.0

270.9

118.4

0.931

306(1038)

496

848

464.9

345.8

278.9

126.5

0.932

1338

446

—

(MeV/c)

(MeV)

(deg)

(MeV/c)

(MeV)

(MeV)

(MeV/c)

0AM

(ub/sr)

(ub/sr)

"We measure the kinematics at the 'H+S* threshold, where the distortion parameter 5=30 mb is

used.
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